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particular phenom enon Ð for example, the collapse of the
orbit of an excited electron, or the Z-dependence of energy
separations. Perhaps this is no bad thing, for applications
abound in the readily available literature, and their
exposition in this book w ould have sim ply added to its size.
Theorists w ill therefore ® nd this book to be of much
greater direct use than w ill experim entalists, though the
latter scientists will gain m uch insight from the author’ s
clear presentation. It is a valuable reference text for the
many matrix elem ent expressions which are not otherw ise
brought together in a single source. The layout of the book
is clear and attractive. M ost of the chapters are of the order
of 10 ± 15 pages so that the material, w hich is often
regarded as heavy-goi ng, is in fact very digestible.
W e have waited many years for the circumstances to be
right for this book’ s production. It is a very welcom e
addition to the literature.
A H IBBERT
(Queen’ s University, Belfast, UK )

Nuclear M agn etic Reson an ce an d Relaxation
By B RIAN C OW AN
1997, £60.00 , US$95.00 (hbk) pp. xxiii+ 434 . Cam bridge
University Press, ISBN 0 521 3039 3 1. Scope: m onograph.
Level: postgraduate.
M y ® rst impression of this book w as that it had been
written twenty years ago, and more detailed study seem ed
to con® rm this. D espite the title this is not a general
description of NM R , or even of NM R relaxation; instead it
concentrates on a sm all num ber of topics, m ostly involving
dipolar interactions between pairs of spin- 12 nuclei. O ther
spin interactions, such as chemical shifts, scalar couplings
and quadrupolar couplings, w hich play a central role in
modern NM R , are almost completely ignored, w hile only
the very simplest pulse sequences are discussed. F ew topics
treated are of much contem porary interest, and there are
many more references to research from the ® fties than to
research from the nineties.
W ithin this extrem ely limited range C ow an’ s treatm ent is
reasonably good. The experienced reader will ® nd m any of
the explanations to be long and over laboured, but m ost
students w ill ® nd this preferable to the lightning fast
treatments in m any competing texts. T he narrow range of
topics addressed perm its Cowan to discuss each one in great
detail, often approaching a problem from several diŒerent
directions. Unusually for a text at this level he includes an
extensive discussion of experimental methods for observing
NM R signals. W hile this is an excellent idea in principle, the
value of this section would be greatly increased if the details
described w ere not twenty years out of date.
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The ® nal chapter of the book is an elem entary treatm ent
of N M R im aging techniques, perhaps because imaging is
the only `m odern’ NM R application w hich can be
adequately treated at the level of the rest of the book. This
chapter is signi® cantly more up to date than the rest of the
book, although the emphasis rem ains on the fundam entals
of the topic rather than on m odern practice.
To summ arise, this book will be of som e value to
postgraduate physics students seeking a detailed explanation of some of the fundam entals of N M R. It would,
however, be essential to read other texts to gain som e idea
of the scope and excitement of modern NM R research.
J.A. J ON ES
(U niversity of Oxford, UK )

N uclear C on densed M atter Physics
B y G. S CH ATZ and A. W EIDING ER
1996, £50.00 (hbk), pp. x+ 280. John W iley & Sons, ISBN
0 471 9547 9 9. Scope: monograph. L evel: postgraduate and
specialist.
T he title `N uclear Condensed M atter Physics’ is intriguing
because nuclear physics and condensed m atter physics are
generally regarded as two distinct ® elds of study. N uclear
physics is concerned with the structure and properties of
atomic nuclei while in condensed matter physics the nucleus
is usually treated as a sim ple charged particle. H ow ever, a
variety of experimental methods, developed in nuclear
physics and using nuclear physics probes, are increasingly
b eing used in the study of purely condensed m atter
properties. T his is the de® nition of Nuclear Condensed
M atter Physics and what a rich ® eld it has becom e! This
book of nearly 300 pages provides the ® rst comprehensive
description of the w ide array of such methods and their
app lications to con den sed m atter ph ysics. O riginally
w ritten in G erm an, this is an English translation of the
enlarged second German edition, published in 1992 .
The diŒerent m ethods are discussed in separate chapters
and they include the M ossbauer EŒect of recoilless
emission and absorption of gamm a-rays, the Perturbation
of gam ma-gam ma A ngular Correlations (PAC), N uclear
M agnetic Resonance (N M R), Nuclear Orientation (O R),
N eutron Scattering and Ion Beam Analysis. In most cases,
the methods m easure the shifts of nuclear energy levels due
to hyper® ne interactions w ith the electromagnetic ® elds in
the condensed matter and hence provide inform ation about
the condensed m atter. The use of exotic elementary-particle
probes is also included in chapters on M uon (m u m eson)
Spin Rotation and Positron (anti-electron) annihilation.
Each chapter carefully describes the principles of the
m ethod, the experimental apparatus and then the applica-

